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Introduction 

Dementia encompasses a range of incurable brain conditions such as Alzheimer’s 

disease, which affected 47 million people worldwide in 2015, a figure that is expected to 

triple by 2050. It is therefore a worldwide public health priority (World Health Organization, 

2017). While the symptoms differ among individuals to some extent, the World Health 

Organization (WHO) defines them as follows: 

• difficulties with everyday tasks 

• confusion in familiar environments 

• difficulty with words and numbers 

• memory loss 

• changes in mood and behaviour. 

Caring for people living with dementia (PLWD) is a burdensome task and it tends to 

fall to family members, which causes them considerable stress. The WHO’s Global Action 

Plan on the Public Health Response to Dementia 2017–2025 focuses on dementia prevention 

as well as on improving the lives of PLWD and their carers so that they ‘live well and receive 

the care and support they need to fulfil their potential with dignity, respect, autonomy and 

equality’. The United Nations has called for dementia to be a public health priority in all 

countries (UN News Centre, 2015). 

This chapter will first explore the uniquely challenging context of information needs 

and dementia. It will then use dementia as a case study to demonstrate how user-generated 

hashtags, or other forms of surrogate representation, could be applied in a linked data 

environment in order to improve access to care, resources, people and other needs. 

Entities in the dementia ontology 

Because just one PLWD affects and, conversely, is affected by, a range of entities, it 

is perhaps useful to consider some of the different entities and their unique contexts and 

needs individually. It is then easier to see how they intertwine within what this chapter calls a 

dementia ontology. An ontology is broadly defined as ‘a formal representation of knowledge 

with rich semantic relationships between terms’ (Stuart, 2016, 12). A dementia ontology, 



then, is a representation of knowledge with relationships between entities that are somehow 

related to a PLWD. 

PLWD 

In relation to the emphasis on person-centred care in dementia (Brooker, 2003), the 

PLWD should be placed at the centre of this dementia system or ontology. It is essential to 

view the PLWD as a person rather than as a patient, so as not to marginalise the person and 

their needs. Additionally, respectful language should be chosen when discussing dementia to 

respect the PLWD’s rights and dignity; for example, do not call them ‘sufferer’, ‘senile’, or 

‘burden’ (DEEP, 2015). 

Clinical or biomedical language dominates the literature, research and care of PLWD. 

While evidence-based medical treatment is obviously necessary, PLWD also have a range of 

other needs, including socialisation, whether with family and friends or other PLWD), 

psychological counselling and support and assistance with managing their daily lives. 

Recently, new approaches have been taken to help improve the quality of life for PLWD, 

such as music therapy for enjoyment (Aldridge, 2000; Riley, Alm and Newell, 2008) and 

trained dogs for companionship and assistance with tasks of living (Swall et al., 2015). Some 

research has found a shorter survival time for PLWD when they have limited social networks, 

so interaction with others is important (Santini et al., 2015). However, since PLWD’s 

symptoms evolve throughout the course of the condition, including demonstrable changes in 

general awareness (Clare et al., 2008), their needs for care, interaction and information also 

change constantly. 

Research is obviously important for PLWD, but a human rights-based approach to 

dementia (Alzheimer Scotland, 2017), which is increasing in importance as a result of 

effective advocacy, calls for PLWD to participate in co-produced research as well as directly 

receive the benefits of the research. In the early stages of dementia, it might be advisable to 

consent to research that might take place in the future, since the ability to provide consent 

will change over time (Pierce, 2010). 

Carers 

Just as PLWD change throughout the course of the disease, the roles of carers, who are 

usually close family members such as the PLWD’s spouse or children, also change (Berry, 

Apesoa-Varano and Gomez, 2015). The transitions are quite marked in the carer’s context. A 

carer, for example, might move from occasionally checking in on the PLWD, to quitting their 

job in order to look after the PLWD 24 hours per day, to moving the PLWD to a care home 

when it becomes too much for one carer to handle, then to hospice care and then final 



bereavement. In most places, family members caring for the PLWD full-time are not 

recognised as having a job, even though they are typically exhausted and overwhelmed (Bond, 

Clark and Davies, 2003). This has been called role entrapment, because they cannot take breaks 

from their caregiving roles without potentially disastrous consequences (Lewis, 2015), such as 

the PLWD wandering out of the house and getting lost. Health and social care services might 

or might not be available, depending on a range of factors such as geographic location, 

socioeconomic status and stage of the condition (Robinson et al., 2014). A range of factors may 

determine whether a carer chooses to use the services available (Toseland et al., 2002). 

Health professionals 

The dementia-related responsibilities of health professionals, such as social workers 

and primary care physicians, can pose challenges. While highly trained in many areas of 

health, health professionals may not know the best ways to communicate with PLWD and 

their families, especially in the context of relationships (Cox and Pardasani, 2013). Since 

dementia is a complex condition that takes time to diagnose and there is a stigma attached to 

it, the diagnosis itself may cause conflict between the doctor, the PLWD and their family 

(Hansen et al., 2008, 1776). Additionally, physicians use a range of information sources 

complementarily to treat their patients, including textual, physical and social sources (Isah 

and Byström, 2016). These information practices are likely to provide comprehensive care, 

but they also add to the amount of information work physicians must do on a daily basis. 

Employers and workplaces 

Certain organizations and communities, such as workplaces, will feel the effects of 

PLWD. It is beneficial for people to stay employed in a challenging role for as long as 

possible because this may reduce the chances of dementia (Wilson, 2005), or even reduce 

symptoms after diagnosis. In the early stages of the condition, employers and work 

colleagues may not know how to recognise it as a potential medical issue (Lurati, 2014; 

McNamara, 2014) and may simply think the employee is aging or becoming forgetful. 

However, while cognitive changes occur in the normal ageing process, dementia is not a 

normal outcome of ageing. This is why colleagues of PLWD need training, including what 

the PLWD will need (McNamara, 2014; Pennington, 2016). Additionally, employed carers 

need to communicate with their employers about their challenging personal situation (Ritchie 

et al., 2015). 

Information needs and sources within the dementia ontology 

Information scientists have an opportunity to take an active role in dementia care by 



assisting with meeting information needs; in particular, they need to partner with other 

researchers or conduct complementary research, given the focus in information science ‘on 

linking individuals with a particular information need to appropriate, specific information 

sources’ (Erdelez, Howarth and Gibson, 2015). However, issues related to cognition, 

information organization and representation must also tie into these efforts, as explored later 

in this chapter. 

From a human rights perspective, PLWD have the right to be informed about their 

condition and their lives (Hertogh et al., 2004). PLWD ‘need information to support 

autonomy in making decisions and in acting on those decisions’ (Clarke, Alexjuk and Gibb, 

2011, 237). When provided, this information should be specific, clear, accessible and easy to 

understand. However, information services for PLWD and their carers, especially official 

sources such as physicians and related services, are limited (Corbett and Ballard, 2011). 

Information may also be presented in difficult clinical language, which is how much 

information about dementia is communicated, as mentioned previously. Despite this, in the 

early stages, PLWD are encouraged to take on the role of self-management, including 

educating themselves about the condition, but the benefit from this appears to be limited 

(Quinn et al., 2014). Although PLWD receive information from many sources, including their 

bodies, that things are changing (Yates, 2015; Polkinghorne and Chambers, 2016), it might 

be difficult for them to identify or to communicate what information they need, given the 

cognitive changes that take place as a result of the condition. Challenges with using and 

understanding language are frequently a symptom. 

Carers also face unmet information needs. It is difficult for carers to find information 

and they may not know what types of information they need, or what information is 

available. In one study, carers who sought help about assistive technologies for dementia care 

had difficulty obtaining information about what technologies were available (Gibson et al., 

2015). The ‘self-management’ role may transfer from the PLWD to their carer as the 

condition evolves (Quinn et al., 2014). 

Additional information and education is needed to reduce the stigma and negativity in 

representations of dementia that exist in media messages and are held by policy makers and 

the general public. This can start with simple changes, such as how dementia symptoms are 

labelled; there are very different connotations between cognitive change and cognitive 

decline, for example. The general notion for the public, some policy makers and the media is 

that PLWD do not have their minds any longer and that they are seen as doomed and socially 

dead (Van Gorp and Vercruysse, 2012; Dupuis et al., 2016). Along with changing language 



connotations, visuals within the media can also make a difference: ‘Images should be used in 

context. For example, when talking about someone trying to live a positive life, use an image 

that reflects the whole person rather than a fading face or wrinkled hands’ (DEEP, 2015). 

While these negative messages could potentially cause PLWD and their carers to worry about 

an inevitable decline and a death sentence, support from their peers helps them challenge 

these views (Keyes et al., 2016). 

Information engagement for PLWD within the dementia ontology 

The opportunities with which PLWD and, quite possibly, others in the ontology, 

engage with information sources seem to affect their quality of life and well-being. 

Engagement has many definitions and is used often to define how people interact socially 

with digital media (O’Brien and Cairns, 2016), but it could involve any method in which 

people provide, receive and interact with information and social sources of information. In 

the context of dementia, social inclusion is important, both in the workplace, for as long as 

possible, and within the PLWD’s local community (Robertson and Evans, 2015). 

The networked environment also offers engagement opportunities for PLWD. While 

some might believe that PLWD would not be able to use online technologies due to cognitive 

functioning concerns, this is not always the case, especially in the earlier stages. Online social 

support for people experiencing health challenges, including mental health, has been shown 

to be useful for well-being and peer information sources (Yan and Tan, 2014). Online, peers 

facing similar medical situations work together to analyse other sources, potential treatments 

and apparent authorities (Neal and McKenzie, 2011; Miller, 2017). Miller analysed blog 

posts written by PLWD to determine where they ascribed the most authority; it rested most 

highly within their peer community,  

with PLWDs expressing a desire to collaborate in the exchange of knowledge with 

other PLWDs due to the importance placed on lived experience and the sense of a shared in-

depth knowledge that those who do not have dementia are incapable of fully appreciating 

(Miller, 2017, ii) 

This result is similar to a finding in Neal and McKenzie’s (2011) study of blogs 

written by women living with the chronic illness endometriosis; bloggers considered other 

women with endometriosis to be reliable authorities. Researchers have suggested that in the 

future, developers could create systems that allow online consumers of health information to 

evaluate its quality (Zhang, Sun and Zie, 2015). Additionally, the need for PLWD to be 

involved in the development of systems or online sources meant for them to use is essential 



(Span et al., 2013), preferably in a co-design situation, in which the PLWD are actively 

involved in all stages of the design and development processes (Rodgers, 2017). 

Surrogates, social tags and the dementia ontology 

People who discuss dementia on social media apply social tags as referents to 

dementia-related topics and events, including hashtags, such as #dementia, #Alzheimers, 

#alz, #caregiver, #WorldAlzheimersDay and #MemoryWalk. When used in large numbers 

for searching or browsing, these tags serve as a form of user-generated, controlled 

vocabulary: they can link users to other posts about dementia or a dementia-related events 

and could eventually serve more fully as linked data facilitators. How might social tags relate 

to a dementia ontology that would allow the multitude of different groups within the ontology 

to understand and connect with one another? 

Because dementia varies from person to person and day to day and PLWDs’ 

interactions with the world change over time (Vernooij-Dassen et al., 1998), it is difficult to 

define, with or without social tags and even with or without an ontology. Figure 8.1 shows 

one possible branch of a dementia ontology, with the PLWD at the centre. This ontology is 

not highly structured, but it shows the relationships between PLWD and the different entities 

with which they interact. Several branches of additional ontological relationships would 

branch out from this starting point; for example, we would want to see the interactions 

between professional caregivers, health professionals, friends and family and other entities, as 

well as how the relationships play out between each other. 

 

Figure 8.1 A start of a dementia ontology, with a PLWD at the centre 



In addition to the necessity of placing the PLWD at the centre, this ontology 

represents the necessary integrated approach to health and social care involving formally and 

informally instituted entities. Information sharing takes place between and among all these 

entities and ultimately the PLWD benefits. For example, the media increases stigma, stigma 

can be reduced by family and friends, family and friends can influence government dementia 

policies and so on. This ontological approach can emphasise the entire system of entities that 

influence the experiences of PLWD. From theoretical and human rights perspectives, it 

reminds everyone to keep the PLWD as the focus. If this ontology were a framework for an 

actual linked data implementation, it would model how all sources of shared information can 

and should be connected. This would maximise the chances that any entity within the 

ontology will encounter information from any other entity when all of their information 

sources are semantically linked. 

This chapter has already demonstrated how the different entities in a dementia 

ontology speak different languages. Within the domain of knowledge organization and 

representation, the notion of the surrogate as a language occurs frequently. In a traditional 

sense, the domain speaks of a surrogate as a standardised, representative metadata record that 

describes and refers to the actual document, such as a MARC (Machine Readable 

Cataloguing) record in an OPAC (online public access catalogue) for a monograph (Chan and 

Salaba, 2016). However, this standardised approach limits the ability of different groups to 

describe and retrieve items in ways that are meaningful to them. It also further marginalises 

already marginalised groups. This marginalisation occurs in many contexts with respect to 

information seeking and retrieval. For example, McTavish, Neal and Wathen (2011) found 

that the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) may support a gender-neutral view of violence in 

its approach to knowledge organization, even in light of the many concerns related to 

violence against women. 

What would happen if the social tags were not textual, but rather visual or sonic? In 

future systems, could tags be photographs, videos, or music? For example, a relaxing music 

clip could be a tag that would link to other relaxing music; these linked clips might help a 

PLWD experiencing anxiety or insomnia. A tag comprised of an infant’s photograph could 

elicit reminiscence and link to other tags containing reminiscence potential. Some inspiration 

for this idea originates from the work of Lynne Howarth and her colleagues, who have 

explored the role of surrogate items with marginalised groups, particularly PLWD. In a 

general sense, Howarth explored how the surrogate can be rethought to construct space for 

narratives of marginalised voices, to shift the focus from consistency to commonality 



(Howarth and Olson, 2013). In her study of surrogates in dementia, Howarth explores 

whether the notion of a non-fixed surrogate can give voice to cognitively disabled PLWD by 

rethinking our organizational structures for surrogates and representation (Howarth, 2014) 

because PLWD process verbal communication and text differently (Pennington, 2016). 

Howarth’s empirical work asked, ‘when memory and/or language are impaired, how does 

such contextualizing and categorizing occur?’ (Howarth and Hendry, 2011). In this research, 

non-textual or non-verbal surrogates that reminded PLWD of their life experiences, such as 

favourite foods or photos of their families, enhanced memory and recall. Howarth suggested 

future research into designing classification and categorisation systems for PLWD to help 

meet their information needs. Others have discussed the importance of non-textual items, 

such as pictures, for reminiscence therapy, memory aids and essential information such as 

signage in public spaces (Bate, 2014). As mentioned previously, these surrogates could 

become tags in future social tagging systems. At present, tags themselves are only textual, 

even when they describe non-textual items like photographs, but perhaps representing a 

photograph with a visual tag would increase the engagement of PLWD and less semantic 

meaning would be lost in the representation (O’Connor and Wyatt, 2004). 

It is essential to consider the non-verbal and non-textual aspects of these surrogates. 

Typical text-based social tags can serve as search and browse tools, but they serve also as 

storytelling aids or commentary on social media. For example, #justforfun or 

#SundayMorning may not assist users too much in retrieving relevant posts, but they clearly 

serve a communicative function for the person who created the posts. Language can be a 

primary challenge for PLWD, so they may not be able to write relevant hashtags to 

communicate their lives, but they do have other means of communicating about their lives. 

Evans, Robertson and Candy (2016), for example, gave cameras to PLWD who had recently 

returned to the workplace after receiving their diagnosis. The photographs they took of their 

work environment communicated their own stories, frustrations, social connections and daily 

scenes, just as social tags do for many social media users. Involvement in creating art, such as 

acting in a play or painting a scene, can help PLWD communicate narratives as well (Dupuis 

et al., 2016). Clarke and Bailey’s 2016 study explored how PLWD experienced life and 

found that they placed a strong emphasis on the roles of social and physical belongingness. 

The paper discussed these relationships in the context of narrative citizenship in the 

participants’ social and physical places, which ‘offers an approach that enhances 

individualised yet collective understandings of living with dementia’ (Clarke and Bailey, 

2016, 434). PLWD can communicate these understandings in many ways. 



Several initiatives are in process to allow PLWD to express their experiences online 

in their own ways. Dementia Diaries (dementiadiaries.org), for example, ‘is a UK-wide 

project that brings together people’s diverse experiences of living with dementia as a series of 

audio diaries’ (Dementia Diaries, n.d.) The diaries are available on the website for viewing 

and listening. A set of provocative videos on a Vimeo channel called Living with Dementia 

(vimeo.com/channels/1148563/188113371), supported by publicly-funded research in the 

UK, challenges people to rethink the perceptions and perspectives of PLWD. Miller (2017) 

performed a discourse analysis of blog posts written by PLWD to understand their 

information needs. Online artefacts such as blog posts would benefit from social tags 

provided by PLWD – as well as carers, health professionals, families and others involved in 

the dementia ontology – which truly involves everyone, because dementia is a worldwide 

health crisis. 

Although Web platforms do not allow for a truly diverse range of social tags, at least 

in terms of non-textual format, they are worthy of development. The semantic web and linked 

data are being conceptualised and implemented in the right spirit in order to do this. This is 

because the semantic web is meant to ‘collect Web content from diverse sources, process the 

information and exchange the results with other programs’ (Berners-Lee, Hendler and 

Lassila, 2001, 34). The ‘sources’ could be the groups mentioned above; linked data could 

allow these groups to communicate and connect within their own groups, with other groups 

and about a series of entities. Social tags take different forms when they originate from 

different entities within the dementia ontology presented because various groups use differing 

terms for the same things. For example, #sundowning to a health practitioner could be 

#ConfusedAtNight to a family caregiver. Linked data has the potential to connect these tags 

semantically, which would result in the clinician encountering experiences of the family, 

while the family could then more easily find professional information about their PLWD’s 

evening behaviour. 

Linked data applications such as Google’s Knowledge Graph, which retrieves and 

cohesively presents information from a variety of sources related to the user’s search, 

(www.google.com/intl/bn/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html) do not seem to work 

with any type of social tags to produce unified results. Figure 8.2, for example, shows the 

UK’s Google search results for the term Alzheimer. Even after incorporating the Knowledge 

Graph result on the right-hand side, which is a linked data application, the featured results are 

from (a) the news media and (b) UK third-sector organizations for ageing and health 

conditions. The voices of the PLWD are not necessarily present; while these sources are 



acting on their behalf, they may not be representative of the PLWDs’ voices. If social tags 

from the various entities within the dementia ontology could be incorporated into Knowledge 

Graph’s search results, this would elevate the voices of everyone involved and ultimately 

improve access to a broad range of information that could result in better care and a more 

satisfactory quality of for PLWDs. 

<Fig 8.2 near here> 

 

Figure 8.2 Google’s search results for the term ‘Alzheimer’ 

Conclusion: human rights, social tags and the dementia ontology 

The human-rights-based approach to dementia and dementia care reminds us that 

PLWD, just as anyone else with a disability, have legal protection from discrimination and 

abuse. ‘People with dementia have the same civil and legal rights as everyone else’ according 

to the document Our Dementia, Our Needs (Hare, 2016, 8). This same document states that 

in the UK, if PLWD ‘can’t understand the information provided by a health or care 

organization, or if you have specific communication needs, you can cite the Accessible 

Information Standard and ask them to make improvements’ (Hare, 2016, 5). The same is true 

for online information description and access. PLWD must be able to describe and access 

online information in ways that make sense and are useful to them. This includes providing 

the option to add social tags that describe information in their terms. 

Social tags may not always be solely presented in textual format; especially as social 



media platforms continue to develop technologically, we may see the ability to use a range of 

types of individualised user-assigned surrogates in the near future, including photos, videos, 

spoken words, or tactile objects such as favourite possessions serving as social tags. Because 

non-textual forms of information such as music and visuals tend to be more easily 

understandable by PLWD than written words, they should be considered as a future option 

for social tags that would lead to semantically-based findability. For example, if a PLWD 

wanted to find information about doing art projects that have the potential to improve their 

cognition, a tag for the topic could be an instructional video, a spoken podcast on art by 

another PLWD, background music for painting, or a photograph of a paintbrush. While it 

might seem difficult to conceptualise non-textual items serving as semantically meaningful 

tags, it seems likely given the ever-increasing number of multimedia objects posted on social 

media. Social tags may eventually also be able to serve as connectors in linked data settings, 

so that information sources related to dementia represent the many individuals, communities 

and contexts that require information about it. Web technologies should be developed that 

would automatically extract social tags from various sources and insert them as the predicate 

in the subject–predicate–object RDF (Resource Description Framework) triple store format 

that allows for online data interchange (RDF Working Group, 2014). While RDF requires all 

data to be represented as URIs, it would be a straightforward task to obtain URIs for social 

tags since they exist on the web. The tag-based URIs would then link together predicates and 

objects that would not otherwise be found due to the dispersion of different information 

sources and the vocabularies used by their respective groups. The ability for PLWD and 

others within a dementia ontology, such as carers, to describe and retrieve online information, 

whether for treatment options or for social connection, is a human right and therefore 

protected by national and international laws pertaining to disability and equality. 

This chapter has reflected on the opportunities that a comprehensive dementia 

ontology with the PLWD at the centre, as well as the employment of social tags within a 

linked data framework, could provide to PLWD and those around them. This approach could 

bring about a broader range of information encountered to entities looking online and on 

social media for information and support related to dementia. This would maximise the 

ability of entities within the system to make more informed decisions about treatment and 

lifestyle options, apply scientific evidence to practice, find social and emotional support, 

enhance cognitive abilities and ultimately improve the quality of life of PLWD through 

dementia-friendly access to dementia-friendly information with the use of RDF-linked tags in 

multiple formats. 



Consider the words of May, a PLWD who was a participant in Kotai-Ewers’ (2000) 

study about the narratives of PLWD as told in their own words. How might appropriately 

implemented social tags and linked data applications have helped her?  

I just want to be at home. 

I have a right to this part 

of the end of my life. 

Yes, I am wringing my hands. I can’t cope. 

I have a right to a life of my own.  

I am really very angry. 

I just want to be at home – and be myself. 

Do you have any ideas? 

 As a starting point for thinking about how May’s narrative could be represented by 

different types of tags, Figure 8.3 presents some visuals that might represent her feelings 

from various domains. Imagine each photo as a social tag that could link to related ideas and 

information. Does this help bring May’s story to life? 

 

Figure 8.3 May’s narrative represented in pictures that could also serve as linked social tags 

in future systems 
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